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MAT’s Omega Theory© Course
This 50 hour course (consisting in 10 Stages of 5 hours each
Stage) offers comprehensive training in MAT’s Omega
Theory, so participants can fully understand and learn to use
it in all its fields of application.
Two first Stages (10 hours in total)
are aimed at acquiring basic tools
and knowledge of the most advanced
and innovative science in the World,
MAT (the Metamodel of Analysis
that Transforms).

These first two Stages are
transforming in their own right.
Signing up to them requires no
subsequent engagement.
The eight following Stages (40 hours) are for those wishing
to deepen their knowledge on MAT’s Omega Theory,
acquire more powerful tools and perfect their use of them,
managing to apply them correctly in their personal and
professional life and discovering the power of the Omega
Theory applied to human organisations (couples, families,
companies, institutions, countries), as well as to understand
the different ages of humankind.

MAT’s Omega Theory Foundations
MAT’s Omega Theory sheds new light on human motivations, and
is a new discovery about human nature, made by Dr. Preciada
Azancot, creator of MAT (the Metamodel of Analysis that
Transforms). MAT reveals:

1.- That human beings have a structure of SEVEN highly
specialized dimensions (and not four, as believed since the ancient
Greeks) which allow us to release all our potential and to make our

way in the world in all human facets of life.
2.- That each of the first six dimensions is also associated to a single
specialized energy, which is one of the six innate authentic
emotions.

3.- That each one of the six active dimensions is associated to a
corresponding sense, which MAT reveals to be six, with sex being
the sixth sense, associated to the function of plenitude and the
emotion of joy.

MAT’s Omega Theory Foundations
4.- That the seventh dimension is the Centre which must be empty in
order to guarantee Evolution. Managing to keep the Centre empty
depends on the good functioning of the other six dimensions and is a
pursuit that we ought to engage in all our lives, since evolution
towards the conquest of more sophisticated dimensions and energies
can only start from here. The major enemies of this task are our egos,
ideologies, magical beliefs, myths, determinisms and archetypes.

In short, MAT discovers the innate and universal emotional and
sensory engineering of the human being.

MAT’s Omega Theory Foundations

Before detailing Course Contents we would like to mention that:
• MAT’s Omega Theory is one of several Megastructures
discovered by MAT’s creator.

• Megastructures are innate in all human beings and of
fetal origin, as are MAT’s personality structure of seven
dimensions and its emotional and sensory engineering.
• Each Megastructure is more powerful than the preceding

ones (in this case, the Omega Theory is more powerful than
the personality structure of seven basic dimensions of MAT).
• We present this discovery as a simple illustration of the
importance of MAT’s discoveries.
To read the complete description of the MAT’sOmega Theory,
please follow this link.

COURSE CONTENTS
50 hour consisting in 10
Stages of 5 hours each one

Taught directly by Doctor
Preciada Azancot, MAT’s
creator
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Stage 1:
a- Discover The Splendour of the Human Being through the
scientific revelation of the 7 innate universes of the human being.
b- Discover and experience the engineering of the universal
Human structure.
c- And how it affects each individual’s integral physical, mental
and moral health.
d- Learn about and assimilate the difference between the
concepts skill, talent and vocation (mobilise 25%, 50%, 100% of
transformational power).
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Stage 2:
a- Experience your own personal Splendour and learn to
appreciate others’.
b- Resolve the mysteries of our individual personality, by
unmortgaging our individual skill, talent, vocation and two
major pillars of our personality.
c- Manage to accomplish our full potential in integral operation.
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Stage 3:

Understanding, applying and managing the first innate human
motivation: SAFETY
We don’t just need to cover our basic survival needs: a roof over our
heads, food, clothing, health, etc., we also need safety in relation to
ourselves and to our social surroundings: to know that our right to
live and to be different is not questioned. In-depth knowledge of
ourselves and of others’ differential features will give us access to the
highest possible level of safety, because at the same time as boosting
our level of confidence, it will allow us to select the best and to defend
ourselves from harmful people.
Understanding, applying and managing the abilities
restored by Safety, in its proper order:
1.- Establishing limits, 2.- Making diagnoses, 3.Separating, 4.- Localising, 5.- Defending, 6.Legislating.
Health recovered in the:
Immune system, Kidneys and adrenal glands, Skin,
Mucous membranes, Neck.
Sense: Touch.
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Stage 4 :

Understanding, applying and managing the second innate human
motivation: DEVELOPMENT
Once we are in possession of the logistical, material and human resources
required for our activity, we need to be fully aware of our own and
other’s creative potentials and to learn to motivate them. Human
beings therefore need to locate their vocational zones of excellence and to
discover others’. This knowledge must become effective through a system
of communication which locates, motivates, extracts and protects creative
capacity on a personal and group level.
Understanding, applying and managing the abilities
restored by Development:
1.- Selecting, classifying, archiving, updating and
connecting, 2.- Perceiving what is dead, perceiving
losses and gains, 3.- Finding options, finding solutions,
developing, 4.- Negotiating and communicating, 5.Relating, calculating and processing, 6.- Thinking,
memorising, searching.
Health recovered in the:
Brain, Lymphatic and Circulation system, Thyroid
glands, Hearing, as the organ and sense.
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Stage 5:

Understanding, applying and managing the third innate human
motivation: JUSTICE
In addition to the universal need for answers that acknowledge our right
to freedom, equal opportunities and equal treatment, we need to see these
as a reality and to channel them in our daily lives. For justice to be
complete, it must pass from being an individual theoretical right to
becoming a collective affair, and we call this: culture. This reinforces
leadership based on the real talent and vocation of every member.

Understanding, applying and managing the abilities
restored by Justice:
1.- Perceiving, distributing, assigning, 2.- Reacting,
vitalising, curing, 3.- Feeling, 4.- Mobilising, 5.Denouncing, attacking, eradicating, 6.- Diluting,
dissolving.
Health recovered in the:
Liver and gallbladder, complete Digestive system,
Sense: Smell.
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Stage 6:

Understanding, applying and managing the fourth innate human
motivation: STATUS
Aside from our natural right to collective and individual recognition for
our exceptional merits, we all have a fundamental aspiration: not only not
to be penalised with envy if we stand out above mediocrity, but also to be
rewarded for it, through achieving the admiration of those around us,
as well as receiving the intrinsic rewards of a symbolic and material
nature that reflect the real status we deserve.

Understanding, applying and managing the abilities
restored by Status:
1.- Consecrating, accessing, affirming, 2.Transforming, creating, allowing growth, 3.Imagining, acknowledging what is valid, 4.- Testing,
searching for what does not exist, 5.- Evolving,
discovering, 6. Choosing, deciding, representing,
declaring, determining.
Health recovered in the:
Parathyroid glands, Bone system, Vocal chords and
voice, Body weight, Sense: Taste.
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Stage 7:

Understanding, applying and managing the fifth innate human
motivation: BELONGING
We need to feel fully accepted, but also committed, irreplaceable and at
the same time dispensable. The point of this fifth phase is to arouse,
deserve and preserve authentic love, of the kind that is born from our
most secret, most profound, most universal and intimate signs of identity,
which we all share as human beings. This helps to build a safe space,
where each of us can recover and preserve faculties we believed were
lost, a space where we can live in plenitude and choose to commit
ourselves.

Understanding, applying and managing the abilities
restored by Belonging:
1.- Giving, fulfilling, committing oneself, 2.- Uniting,
3.- Evaluating, 4.- Encouraging, motivating, 5.Helping, protecting, 6.- Establishing common ground,
accepting.
Health recovered in the:
Pituitary gland, Lungs, Heart, Eyes,
Sense: Sight.
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Stage 8:

Understanding, applying and managing the sixth innate human
motivation: PLENITUDE
It is a question here of liberation, instituting, as the human being’s right
and most sacred duty, the pursuit of happiness through the conquest of our
complete human stature, in a continual process of inner growth. The
human being access a true liberation and the joy of certainty as we
relieve ourselves of dead weights, and as we discover the true finality of
creation: that of realising our vocation for joy, in peace.
Understanding, applying and managing the abilities
restored by Plenitude:
1.- Illuminating, irradiating, elevating, 2.Comprehensive experiencing, renewal and selfrenewal, 3.- Flowing, enjoying, 4.- Finding truth,
discerning, 5.- Planning, opening up new paths, change
and self-change, 6.- Revealing, bearing witness.
Health recovered in the:
Reproductive system and sex glands, Pancreas, Psyche,
Sense of orientation, Sense: Sex.
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Stage 9:

MAT’s Omega Theory applied to human organisations
(couples, families, companies, countries).
Every human organisation has its own personality, and
therefore a precise path guiding it towards its own fulfilment.
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Stage 10:
MAT’s Omega Theory applied to the different ages of
humankind.
The past, the present and the future:
1969 - 1989: The age of the competitive jungle.
1990 - 2010: The awakening of citizen’s solidarity.

2011 – 2031: Emerging of a new civilizing humanism.
2032 – 2052: Holistic Renaissance for the third
millennium.
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COURSE DETAILS

Location: Online, so from any location. All you
need is an Internet connection and a webcam.
Duration: 5 hours for each Stage during 10 Stages
(2 introductory Stages plus 8 optional of more
advanced training).
Price:
• Please, contact us, for details on prices.

Course language: Spanish (optional in English).

Book your place now!
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Dr. PRECIADA AZANCOT

PhD in International Law.
Master in Political Sciences.
Master of Science in
International Relations.
Broad Professional
Experience as Organization
& Methods Engineer as well
as Top Strategic Change
Management Leader.
Advanced Special Member
of ALAT (Latin American
Association of Transactional
Analysis).
Painter and writer.
President of Mat-Cachet ©: http://www.mat-cachet.com

The MAT, Metamodel of Analysis that Transforms, and its laws and discoveries are registered in Intellectual Property since 1988
by Preciada Azancot. The copyright of these names, as well as MAT-Cachet, MAT Omega Pyramid, MAT-Omega Sequence belong
to Dr. Azancot. The Course "Innovative Hispanics in the United States" © is copyrighted by the company MAT-Cachet, SL
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BIBLIOGRAPHY:
Books already available in English:

Books to be translated into English:

All these books available at:
Amazon.com
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How to contact MAT-Cachet

You can contact us:
•

Through our institutional web page: http://www.mat-cachet.com©

•

By e-mailing us: contacta@mat-cachet.com.

•

By phone: Office: +34 965 036 396, Mobile: +34 677 531 426.

•

By post:
• MAT-Cachet, S.L. C/Génova, 31, B21. 03730 Javea - Alicante.
SPAIN.

MAT CACHET SL is located in the town of Jávea, Alicante, Spain. MAT CACHET SL was constituted on
17/03/2011 with the statutory aim of "Research, development and popularization of science. Classroom
training and distance learning courses and online. Strategic and Change Management Consulting" and is
dedicated to the official activity of "scientific and technical research."
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